WITHDRAW from the
anti-democratic European
Union Empire !!

the
sinister
EU
Empire

The European Union is a dangerous anti-democratic
Empire. Power lies in the unelected, unaccountable (except to
its corporate Masters) European Commission. The European
Parliament is virtually powerless, with MEPs given 90 seconds
to speak before the microphone is shut oﬀ.

The real power behind the EU (and Eur. Comm.) are

corporate Cartels (syndicates) composed of giant corporations
(especially the Chemical-Drug-Biotechnology cartel, the Banking cartel, & the American-British Oil cartel;)
all of the Cartels are closely interrelated; German, American
& British giant corporations dominate;
( The former Prime Minister of Britain, Harold Wilson, referred
to the Treaty of Rome as “the Magna Charta of the Western European Multinationals”.)
The EU elite, composed of giant corporations, is
contemptuous of the results of popular referendums in
France, the Netherlands, and Ireland.

The EU means
to You, your Children and Grandchildren ----- the death of our nation-states and democracies,
our countries made into provinces of the EU Empire,
our parliaments helpless under EU dictation. [our patriotism
undermined by mass immigration]
--- Militarization and War-Imperialism -- Lisbon Treaty (clause
49) orders all Member States to militarize & supply the EU with
forces which can be used in countries outside the EU, AND
within the EU !!
--- Genetic Engineering (GMOs) and sacrilegious Patents
on Life --- forced acceptance of unsafe GMO food & crops &
medicine; allowing giant corporations to claim property rights
in farmers’ crops contaminated by GMOs (“infringement of
patent”, the swindle is called);
GMOs & Patents on Life spell re-colonization of the Third
World & the eventual doom of small-family farmers everywhere on the planet.
Genetic Engineering is a primary policy of the EU Elite’s powerful Chemical-Drug-Biotechnology cartel which also dictates the EU’s policy of severe restrictions on alternative health remedies.
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--- NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS -- a
major Cartel & Eur. Commission policy. Radioactive waste is an impossible problem, so Directive 96/29 Euratom makes an allowance for corporations to release extremely poisonous
radioactive wastes into the air, the
earth AND into consumer goods (Believe it or not, this vile business is
true).

GLOBALIZATION, PRIVATIZATION & other policies favoring
giant corporations against small-and medium-sized businesses & local industries & against Workers’ Rights & all of us
Consumers --- & against Nature with widespread environmental destruction
LOSS of JOBS -- high rates of UNEMPLOYMENT characterize
Cartelized economies because small- and medium-sized businesses employ far higher numbers of employees per market
share than do big corporations
HIGH PRICES --- the American-British Oil Cartel, one of the
key members of the EU Elite, and primarily responsible for
catastrophic Global Warming and the Iraq War has raised prices
ruthlessly through sheer power; the other Cartels in the EU Elite
support, of course, the Oil Cartel
LOSS of PUBLIC SERVICES -- the selling oﬀ of public assets
to private corporations, and diminishment of health, unemployment, pension, etc. services to avoid “deﬁcit spending”
(Banking Cartel policy)
CORRUPTION and WASTE are rampant in the EU -- One year
an entire European Commission resigned because an independent committee found corruption so heavy and obvious; a chief
of auditors was ﬁred because she refused to pass the audit due
to irregularities; a journalist was arrested and his computer, etc.,
conﬁscated by police because he revealed EU corruption
STUDENT FEES and EU policies against social justice --- the
EU Cartels work against an egalitarian and fair society, preferring elitest class structures of the 19th century

What Exactly We Can Do About It
in a little Spare-Time
WITHDRAW from the anti-democratic, Carteldominated European Union empire. Demand it.
We must pull out !!
THEREFORE, to pursue our goal and regain our
Independence and Freedom, consider doing some
of the following, in a little spare-time on a weekly
basis, as part of an ethical life-style:
1. Inform others (family, friends, associates,
groups), and ask them to do the same thing
you are doing. Pass them these informationsheets to duplicate & distribute. [This helps
create a Chain Process and a grassroots mass
media.]
For the more ambitious, go Door-to-Door in
your community, handing out leaﬂets and briefly telling recipients why you are doing this, that
the information is important for their children
and grandchildren.
Two people (preferably a man and woman) can
go to a University, talk to students and hand
out leaﬂets. Major eﬀorts must be made in
Universities.
2. Write Letters-to-the-Editor of local, regional
and national media.
3. Direct Action --- Publicize information in interesting ways.
Protest publicly in favour of Independence
and Freedom, and against those who show
themselves disloyal.
Perhaps form Democracy Centres.
4. Give talks to whomever will listen. We need
talkers & speakers & telephoners !
Set your mind and heart that
We will not take No for an answer.

GRASSROOTS DEMOCRACY ALLIANCE

NOTE: Your actions are essential in this ﬁght for
Freedom. Why? Because government representatives and experienced organisations know that, while
one person takes the time to contact them, many
hundreds more share those views yet lack the initiative to contact them. So You, dear reader, are equal
to perhaps 500, or more.
Furthermore, when you ask others to forward the information, a Chain Process begins that has a rippling
eﬀect. Imagine the eﬀect of thousands of people initiating such an educating-and-activating process.
In conclusion, the life or death of this nation
depends on YOU and ME. This is a test of our
national Character.

“For evil to ﬂourish, it is suﬃcient only for good men
to stand by and do nothing.”
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